
We understand that every business 
faces unique challenges and must make 
strategic decisions. As your trusted 
partner, we want to thank you for your 
loyalty and let you know that we’re here to 
help your business get tremendous value 
from Sage 500 and make your investment 
really count.

Minimizing disruption, maximizing operational efficiency
It may be tempting to make a change. But remember a switch 
means acquiring new software, training users, maintaining dual 
systems while transitioning, and adapting your operational 
processes. This can lead to hidden costs and temporary 
disruptions in your everyday operations.
Sage Timeslips Premium—On-premises or cloud-hosted

The 
investment 
that keeps 
on giving
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A cost-saving, proven strategy
Think of Sage 500 as an older but highly reliable aircraft like the 
Boeing 767. Although newer aircraft may seem shiny and efficient, 
the total operational cost tells a different story. For instance, let’s 
say leasing a new aircraft cost $14 million annually, along with an 
annual maintenance fee of $2.5 million.

Compare this to an older, owned aircraft with $0 lease payments, 
$9 million in maintenance, and $3.1 million in fuel costs due to 
slightly less engine efficiency. At the end of the day, Sage 500, 
like the trusty Boeing 767, delivers consistent performance and 
saves you significant costs. 

The hidden value—beyond maintenance and support (M&S)
With Sage 500, what you’re investing in isn’t just the software. It’s 
also the customizability that aligns perfectly with your specific 
business needs. Each time we enhance our product, your team has 
the opportunity to further tailor Sage 500 through our partners, 
enabling you to take full advantage of new enhancements, 
security, and functionality.

Sage 500 isn’t just a software solution—it’s a strategic partner 
designed to grow and evolve with your business. We appreciate 
your trust in us and will continue to focus on delivering valuable, 
cost-effective, and efficient solutions for your business.

The future of Sage 500
Sage 500 is one of Sage’s most established offerings and 
a market-leading ERP solution. Sage is committed to the 
continued growth and stability of Sage 500 through customer and 
partner-inspired product enhancements, updates to keep you tax 
and payroll compliant, and close alignment with our ISV partners, 
Avalara (Sales Tax) and Aatrix (1099 processing) to ensure your 
Sage 500 solution is always in compliance with integrated apps 
and functioning optimally.

The beauty 
of mature 
technology
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“We’ve doubled our business in the 
past eight months and yet lowered 
our labor costs, thanks to Sage 500 
ERP.”

John Kalinich, COO
Teva Sport Sandals

Our team continues to provide 
comprehensive compliance 
updates—including critical 
Sage ISV compliance—as well as 
customer and partner-inspired 
enhancements—to help you 
streamline operations, manage with 
insight, and grow your business. 

Our latest release, 2024.0 was made available in March 2024. It’s 
designed to make the time you spend in Sage 500 even more 
friendly, efficient, and secure. 

Get the most out of your investment by upgrading today to gain 
greater insight into day-to-day operations, make more informed 
decisions, and improve the profitability of your business.

Some of our most recent enhancements and features 
include:

• Ability to display audit trail

• Add Gross Profit amount and Markup percent on the Estimate 

Entry Totals tab

• Ability to enter a percent greater than 99.99% as the Trade 

Discount Percent in Sage 500 (currently Maintain Customers 

only allows two whole decimals to be entered)

• Ability to have the Control number and Item number sync 

in numerical order on the Reconciliation Report in Process 

Physical Inventory

• Option to set a warning if Purchase Product Line (PPL) is not 

entered in Replacement tab for Maintain Inventory

• Add validation or warning message when deleting a Sales 

Order line that has already been tagged in a Purchase Order 

• Ability to enter AP Vendor Date Established

• Database Upgrade Utility Detail Report of Open Batches

• Extended DataPorter functionality to 1099 tab at Maintain 

Vendors

• Document Transmittal log to include all contacts who were 

sent email

• Latitude and Longitude functions are not supported 

for Sales Order generated from blanket Sales Order and 

Purchase Order generated from blanket Purchase Order

https://www.sage.com/en-us/
products/sage-500/

866-530-7243
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